S10 log – changes to 2014 edition

Section 10 main body

1. Title page date change
2. Page 1 copyright change
3. Header date change (check throughout the document as it is in sections)
4. Table of contents title, edition change, including the first paragraph
5. Remove all double bar indicators of previous changes
6. Proposal 2: 1.1.1, text edited, double bar added
7. Proposal 3: 1.3.1 text edited, double bar added
8. Proposal 6: 4.17.2 text edited, double bar added
9. Proposal 7: 4.19.2 text edited, double bar added
11. Proposal 11: 4.3.3.1 added, double bar added
12. Proposal 12: 4.30.1 text edited, double bar added
13. Proposal 14: 4.31.7 text edited, double bar added
14. Proposal 16: 4.34.11 text edited, double bar added
15. Proposal 17: 4.34.17 text edited, double bar added
16. Proposal 18: 4.34.2 text edited, double bar added
17. Proposal 19: 4.34.20 text edited to include 90 day limit, double bar added
18. Proposal 21: 4.7.3 text edited, double bar added
19. Proposal 22: 4.7.6 text edited in line with FAI General Section, double bar added
20. Proposal 26: 5.6.2 text edited, double bar added
21. Proposal 29: 5.8.7 text edited, double bar added
22. Table of contents page numbering updated

Annexes 3 & 4

23. Date changes – title page, headers in all sections
24. Remove all double bar indicators of previous changes
25. Proposal 33: 3.1.4 text edited, double bar added
27. Table of contents page numbering updated

Annex 6

28. Date changes – title page, headers in all sections
29. Remove all double bar indicators of previous changes
30. Table of contents page numbering updated
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